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• What is Cyber Security?

• “The protection of computer systems from theft of or damage to 
their hardware, software or electronic data, as well as 
from disruption or misdirection of the services they provide.”
(Wikipedia)

• Attempts to hack computers occur every 39 seconds! (University of 
Maryland, 2007)

• In 2014, 8.6 million victims experienced the fraudulent use of a 
credit card, 8.1 million experienced the unauthorized or attempted 
use of existing bank accounts, and 1.5 million victims experienced 
other types of existing account theft, such as misuse of an existing 
telephone, online or insurance account. (Bureau of Justice 
Statistics)

• Two-thirds of these victims reported financial losses (BJS, 2014)

• While it is impossible to ever be fully prevent online threats to 
information, there are ways to reduce the chances of your 
information being stolen

• “Make Hackers SSAD”
• Secure your passwords by making them lengthy and difficult to 

predict. Avoid saving or revealing sensitive personal information to 
online accounts, especially social media. 

• Software should be updated frequently, as new software is more 
difficult to break into. It is also a good idea to download safe and 
suggested antivirus programs to help detect sketchy sites!

• Authenticate your accounts through two-step validations, such as 
with a phone number or through a special app or safe email account. 

• Detect phishing attacks by double and triple-checking any emails, 
texts, or login pages you are using to ensure they are trustworthy. 
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• Securing Your Accounts
• The best way to do this is to create a strong password

• At the minimum, create the most difficult passwords for accounts you consider 
the most “important”, such as PayPal, your email, or government login 
information, and use a master password for “less important” websites.

• LONG passwords — at least 12 characters — are stronger. Consider a phrase instead of 
just one word or name. Include numbers, symbols, uppercase and lowercase letters. 
Don’t use obvious substitutions, like 0 for o, @ for a, or 3 for E.

• Don’t use dictionary words or common passwords from this list.

• Be mindful of who you give your information to
• Is the website encrypted? 
• Why does this website need my personal information? 

• Be aware of what you post on social media, especially if it reveals 
personal information!
• Many sites often ask questions such as “What was the city you were born in?” or 

“What is the name of your pet?” for password recovery or security purposes. 
Vacation photos or pictures of your pup are fun to share, but remember that they 
may reveal more than you  think! 

• Back up your files
• Copy all of your files to either cloud storage or an external hard drive – this way, 

even if your account(s) are compromised, you will still have access to your files. 

• Software for Strong Security
• Much like flu shots, your computer software is frequently updated 

and changed in order to combat the various evolutions of viruses 
and other bad things that may be out to harm you!
• Most all computers and mobile devices will automatically update 

when it predicts you are not trying to actively use your device, 
however you can also go into your device’s control panel to manually 
update it or check for additional updates. 

• Along with the basic protections offered by your operating system, 
it is strongly encouraged you obtain antivirus software. 
• While some brands request that you pay fees to obtain the fullest 

extent of safety, many also offer free alternatives. 
• Many of the bigger-name antivirus brands, such as AVG or Avast, also 

offer antivirus apps for your mobile devices!
• Some hackers may make fake antivirus sites – only use those 

suggested from trusted sources!
• https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-antivirus-protection
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• Authentication Tips & Tricks
• Authentication, otherwise known as “2-step verification, multi- or 

two-factor authentication, or login approval”, is simply just a way of 
making sure it’s really you logging in. 

• There are many types of multi-factor authentications you can 
choose from:
• Mobile devices can prompt users to provide fingerprints or other forms 

of biometrics
• Online accounts may request your phone number and send you one-

time codes of random numbers and letters to confirm you are the one 
logging in

• Security keys can be used on computers by inserting them into one of 
the USB ports, which then go on to make sure your browser is safely 
encrypted and minimizes the chance of you encountering fake phishing 
websites.

• Email accounts may require you to open your email on a mobile device 
and authorize the login on the new device.

• The more barriers between potential hackers and your info, the 
better!

• Detect Phishing Attempts
• Be aware of strange or unexpectedly urgent tones in emails or messages, or 

offers that sound too good to be true. 

• Over 75% of targeted cyberattacks start with an email. (Round Robin, 
2020)

• Many hackers also try to trick people with fake login pages 
• Read the url of the site you are attempting to log into. Are there any typos? Are 

there any extra words, numbers, or punctuation in the url you have clicked that 
seem unfamiliar? (Examples)

• Does the page ask for your personal information in a way that is unusual or 
unfamiliar? “Would the real website ask me this?” 
• Websites will never ask for your password, bank account, social security 

number, or other personal information through email. 

• Always preview and scan documents with anti-malware before 
downloading!
• Most antivirus software will present this as an option when right-clicking the file 

in question. If you’re even a little suspicious, do not open the file.
• When in doubt, throw it out! If the software detects an issue or if you are 

uncertain about a suspicious message, it’s best to move it to the Trash rather 
than let it sit in your inbox. 4
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• Spam and scams and safety
• Spam is email from questionable or unwanted sources.  Spam 

consists of advertisements, solicitations, and scams.  Most email 
providers automatically route questionable emails to a spam folder; 
however, some junk mail can still find its way to your inbox.  Be 
careful when opening email from someone you don’t know, and 
NEVER provide personal information to anyone you don’t know. Do 
not open any attachments on a suspicious email, it may be a virus.

• Sometimes scammers will try to impersonate legitimate businesses 
to trick you into giving them your login or credit card information. 

• Usually you can check if it’s actually from the company by looking at 
the “From” email box. A scammer’s email will usually be a long 
string of letters and numbers and the @ domain will not match.

• I’ve included some real company emails and fake company emails 
on the next page.

• When in doubt, call the company from a number you’ve gotten off 
the internet, not from the suspected spam email. 

• Companies will never ask for your password or personal 
information through email.

• Do not send your banking information, credit card numbers, social 
security number, or anything that you would not put on a postcard 
in the normal mail in an email.

• This includes the password to your account. Any account. 

• Spammers may also impersonate people you know if that person’s 
account has been hacked. If you get a suspicious email from 
someone you know, contact that person and tell them they have 
been hacked to change their password.

• This goes for any social media site as well.

• In my experience, if you have to ask the question, “Is this a scam?” 
the answer is most likely yes.
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• Examples
Real email addresses

Fake email addresses

Scam emails
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• What to look for in a password 
manager

• Most password managers will generate strong passwords. 

• Many will sync between desktop and mobile devices. 

• Many include browser extensions that will capture new usernames 
and passwords when you log in to a secure site.

• Some will automatically update stored passwords when you change 
them.

• Some will autofill saved passwords on desktop and mobile devices.

• Some will import from and export to other password managers, 
especially important if you plan to try out more than one.
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• Cyber Security on your iPad

• Apple’s iPad devices come equipped with a lot of background cyber 
security measures. 

• Here’s some tips and tricks from Apple to help secure your device:

• Set a strong passcode-having a strong passcode will help keep 
people from getting into your device without your permission

• Use Face ID or Touch ID-Face ID or Touch ID provides a secure 
and convenient way to unlock your iPad, authorize purchases 
and payments, and sign in to many third-party apps. This can 
also be used for two-factor authentication. 

• Turn on Find My iPad-Find My helps you find your iPad if it’s 
lost or stolen and prevents anyone else from activating or using 
your iPad if it’s missing.

• Control the app data and location information you share-You 
can review and adjust the data you share with apps, the 
location information you share, and how Apple delivers 
advertising to you in the App Store. This is available in the 
Privacy section of your settings. 

• Be aware that email phishing attempts can happen on your mobile 
devices too. Any precautions you would take on your computer 
should also be taken on your iPad.

• Mail Privacy Protection helps protect your privacy by preventing 
email senders from learning information about your Mail activity. 
When you turn it on, it hides your IP address so senders can’t link it 
to your other online activity or determine your location. It also 
prevents senders from seeing if you’ve opened the email they sent 
you.

• Go to Settings> Mail > Privacy Protection.

• Turn on Protect Mail Activity.
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• Glossary:

• Virus: A program or piece of code that is loaded onto your 
computer without your knowledge and runs against your wishes.

• Trojan Horse: A destructive program that masquerades as a benign 
application. Unlike viruses, Trojan horses do not replicate 
themselves

• Worm: A program or algorithm that replicates itself over a 
computer network and usually performs malicious actions

• Blended threat: Blended threats combine the characteristics of 
viruses, worms, Trojan Horses, and malicious code with server and 
Internet vulnerabilities.

• Antivirus program: A utility that searches a hard disk for viruses and 
removes any that are found.

• Spyware: software that enables a user to obtain covert information 
about another's computer activities by transmitting data covertly 
from their hard drive.

• Phishing: the fraudulent practice of sending emails purporting to be 
from reputable companies in order to induce individuals to reveal 
personal information, such as passwords and credit card numbers.

• Password Manager: a computer program that allows users to store, 
generate, and manage their passwords for local applications and 
online services.

• Two-Factor or Multi-Factor Authentication: adds extra security by 
requiring an extra step when you log in, like a text message with a 
code or logging into an app on your phone. 
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• Additional Resources

• https://www.msvu.ca/campus-life/campus-services/it-services/it-
security/phishing/phishing-login-form-examples/

• https://howsecureismypassword.net/

• www.consumer.ftc.gov/topics/online-security

• https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-antivirus-protection

• https://www.cisa.gov/free-cybersecurity-services-and-tools

• https://www.oag.state.va.us/ccsweb2/index.php/9-internet-
safety/14-internet-safety-tips-adults

Thank you for attending!

In accordance with the provisions of the ADA, this document may be requested in an alternate format. 
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